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JPMorgan Compliance Change Triggers Debate
By Tony Chapelle March 18, 2013

JPMorgan Chase is drawing fire from some observers for leaving possible conflicts of interest in place
even though it removed others for its new chief compliance officer. The new reporting structure follows a
host of governance and risk recommendations the board has made in the wake of the $6 billion “London
Whale” trading loss.

According to a Reuters news report, in January, JPMorgan replaced its former compliance chief with
Cynthia Armine, who had been co-chief controls officer. Yet Armine will no longer report to the legal and
compliance department of JPMorgan’s general counsel. Instead, she reports to the firm’s co-chief operating
officers.

Donna Boehme, a former chief of compliance at BP, says she has never seen that set-up, although she
notes it’s not rare for compliance directors to receive dual reporting lines.

More importantly, it’s not clear whether Armine will have direct access to the board of directors. JPMorgan
spokeswoman Jennifer Zuccarelli did not return messages requesting a comment.

“In my view, having [chief compliance officers] report to [chief operating officers] is fraught with danger,
and can lead to unintended consequences,” writes Harvey Pitt, former chairman of the SEC, in an e-mail.

A longtime compliance reformer agrees. “That’s a step backward. The absolute worst person to whom
compliance should report is a chief operating officer,” says Stephen Kohn, the executive director of the
National Whistleblower Center. “If you put compliance under the people who are judged on their ability
to create profits, you’re looking at a compromised system,” adds Kohn, who is also a labor law attorney at
Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto. Last year, one of his clients, Bradley Birkenfeld, won a record $104 million
whistle-blower award under the Dodd-Frank Act for pointing out billions of dollars that UBS clients had
shielded from the IRS in Switzerland.

Yet Pat Gnazzo, the former compliance officer at United Technologies and CA, says no matter which C-
suite officer the compliance chief reports to, the individual should also have face time with the board.
Gnazzo reported to the general counsel in both roles, but he also attended every audit committee meeting
and went into executive session with outside board members without managers, including the GC, in the
room. “The board could always ask, 'Is there something you want to tell us out of the ear of management?’
That’s powerful in two ways. It gives the [chief compliance officer] that opportunity but it also reminds
management that he’s not being filtered. So it’s a great deterrent.”

That may well be how the arrangement will work at JPMorgan. The new compliance chief is likely to be
reporting to a new compliance committee that the board was required to create by the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency. Although the company has not announced it, in January, the OCC ordered
the company's board to start the new committee. That body must submit its first report by mid-April on the
board's oversight of new processes to manage risks from trading the bank's account among other
requirements.
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At least two of the three persons on the new committee will have to be outside directors. If JPMorgan is like
HSBC, its new compliance chief will be expected to meet with the board regularly. In January, HSBC was
ordered by British regulators to create a new board committee to prevent a recent failure in compliance. In
HSBC's case, it was an anti-money laundering committee to prevent future money laundering for clients.
Board chairman Douglas Flint, CEO Stuart Gulliver and the bank’s head of compliance, chief risk
officer, chief legal officer and head of money-laundering reporting will attend every meeting.

Publicly traded companies have been far less likely than privately held ones to have their compliance
officers report directly to the board. In a 2010 survey by the Society of Corporate Compliance and
Ethics, just 41% of compliance professionals said that their CCO reported straight to the board. At private
companies, the figure was 54%.

JPMorgan’s new shift in compliance oversight comes as Goldman Sachs Group, HSBC and Barclays all
changed their compliance structure following recent violations. The big difference, however, is that those
banks repositioned their CCOs under either their boards or CEOs. That continues a trend that the U.S.
Sentencing Commission recommended in 2010 for all companies. That’s when federal sentencing
guidelines reduced the “culpability score” for corporations that are being prosecuted in criminal cases if the
companies’ compliance directors reported directly to the board or audit committee on compliance.

Pitt, who is now CEO of Kalorama Partners, where he advises companies on regulatory and strategy
matters, writes that he thinks it would also be a conflict for the CCO to report to the CEO. If the CCO is
going to report to any senior management official, Pitt feels it should be to the company’s top lawyer. But
even then, the CCO should also be reporting directly to the board. “Effective measures [should then be]
implemented to make sure that the CCO's compensation is not influenced by those into whose conduct the
CCO might be required to look,” Pitt adds.

Ben Heineman, a former general counsel at General Electric, also recommends that the compliance
officer should be under either the general counsel, chief financial officer or human resources director. Any
of those persons would then report on compliance to the board.

“Reporting independently to the CEO or COO doesn’t make sense because they too [like compliance
officers] are already using the same experts — the chief finance person and the general counsel,” Heineman
says. “But compliance officers have become a big group and prosecutors think that it makes a company
pure to have a CCO at the top of the company arguing for whatever. I don’t think that [prosecutors] have a
good understanding of how companies work or what a compliance officer does.”

The general counsel needs to strike the right balance between profit, legalities and ethics when there are
gray areas. Compliance chiefs should actually be in charge of coordinating training on all of the various
compliance-law best practices, Heineman says.

Nonetheless, the number of compliance chiefs who reported to general counsel went down to 35% last year
from 41% in 2011, according to PricewaterhouseCoopers’s 2012 survey on the state of compliance.

“The CCO is finally being freed from the shadow of the [general counsel] in record numbers, and is being
given the positioning, mandate, seat at the table and resources to do the job,” Boehme says.
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